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OVERVIEW

Womenquake* is a neutral place where existing ideas and beliefs concerning gender
differences and women are debated and challenged; more important however,
Womenquake is a movement that will nudge history towards a better future for
humanity.
It has been founded on the premise that our constructed realities fuel and drive our
individual and collective behaviours.
The main goals of Womenquake are:
•

To shake the foundations of the false and outdated ideas and beliefs that have
driven human behaviour as far as gender and women issues are concerned;

•

To seek and re-construct better foundational ideas for better human societies,
and;

•

To share new designs and models for future public policies.

Womenquake©Belgium is the Belgian Representative of Womenquake

*

Womenquake is the joint initiative of Womenpreneur Initiative and MC Academy for International
Legal Studies: not-for-profit organisations.

Programme
Time

Registration:
Venue:
Google Atelier Digital
Cantersteen 10, 1000 Bruxelles

17h45-18h00

Introduction & Welcome

18h00-19h00

Iam Remarkable Workshop
Initiative By Google

19h00-19h40

The 60 minute workshop will highlight to participants the importance
of self promotion in their careers and provide them with the tools to
start developing this skill.
Panel Discussion

Why are there so few women in tech?

In most countries, there are fewer women than men who tech. Why? In
this session, we will explore the reasons for the exclusion of women in
tech world and how we can change that.
The struggle to change the destructive mindset and narrative must
continue!
Moderator:
Eleanor Linsell, Diversity Ambassador, Google Brussels

19h40-20h00
20h00-20h30

Panellists:
Cheryl Miller, Founding Director of Digital Leadership Institute,
Khadijat Zahrah Abdulkadir, Founder of Digital African Women,
Dr Marie-Francine Moens, Professor of Computer Science at KU
Leuven University,
Hanan Challouki, Partner at Allyens.
Q&A and open discussion
Reception & Networking

